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tuna salad/prep cooler on right
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pasta salad/prep cooler on right 41

slaw/prep cooler on right 41

cut lettuce/prep cooler on right 41

sliced tomato/prep cooler on right 40

baked beans /prep cooler on right (base) 41

feta/prep cooler - left 38

cut lettuce/prep cooler - left 41

hot dog/prep cooler - left (base) 38

cooked chicken/ref. drawer 32

ribs/ref. drawer 34

slaw/walk-in cooler 40
garlic in margarine/cart in kitchen
(DISCARDED) 59

hot water/3 comp sink 145

Cl sanitizer/dish machine (ppm) 100

water temp/dish machine 132

quat sanitizer/sani bucket (ppm) 200
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Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  J BUTLER'S BAR & GRILLE Establishment ID:  3034011764

Date:  04/09/2024  Time In:  10:15 AM  Time Out:  1:20 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Leigh Hoffpauir 20761385 Food Service 06/30/2021 06/30/2026

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

1 2-103.11 (A) - (P) Person-In-Charge Duties (Pf) A key drop delivery was received this morning, but no temperatures were
recorded on the invoice. The person in charge shall ensure that employees are visibly observing foods as they are received to
determine that they are from approved sources, delivered at the required temperatures, protected from contamination,
unadultered, and accurately presented, by routinely monitoring the employees' observations and periodically evaluating foods
upon their receipt. For key drop deliveries, the driver needs to document a delivery temperature on the invoice. CDI - education

10 5-202.12 Handwashing Sinks, Installation (C) front, most often used hand sink in the kitchen had hot water temp 63-74F. A
handwashing sink shall be equipped to provide water at a temperature of at least 100F. 
5-205.11 Using a Handwashing Sink - Operation and Maintenance (Pf) At beginning of inspection, hand sink at cook line had a
container inside it. A handwashing sink shall be maintained so that it is accessible at all times for employee use. CDI - items
removed from hand sink.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P) In refrigerated drawers, raw hamburger
was in top drawer over raw shrimp. In walk-in cooler, container of raw chicken on bottom shelf was adjacent to seafood. Food
shall be protected from cross contamination by separating types of raw animal food from each other during storage, preparation,
holding, and display by arranging each type of food in equipment so that cross contamination of one type with another is
prevented. CDI - foods rearranged and properly stored by final cook temperature; REHS provided a storage order handout.

16 4-602.11 Equipment Food-Contact Surfaces and Utensils - Frequency (C) REPEAT. The inside of the ice machine needs
additional cleaning esp. around chute and on shield. Equipment contacting food that is not time/temperature control for safety
food such as ice bins and ice makers shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil or mold.
4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (Pf) Food debris/buildup on can
opener. Cutting boards on prep coolers soiled from last night. Sticker residue on sauce bottle. Food contact surfaces shall be
clean to sight and touch. CDI - placed at dish machine for re-cleaning, cutting boards taken to 3 comp sink to be washed, rinsed,
sanitized.
4-703.11 Hot Water and Chemical - Methods (P) Employees were unfamiliar with the contact time for quat sanitizer. After being
cleaned, equipment food contact surfaces and utensils shall be sanitized in chemical manual operations using an approved
solution; contact time shall be consistent with EPA registered label use instructions. Quat sanitizer has a 1-minute contact time.
Your food thermometer is a utensil and must be cleaned and properly sanitized before and after each use. CDI - education.

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) Chopped fresh garlic in
margarine sitting out at 59F. Garlic in oil mixtures are TCS (time/temperature control for safety) and must be maintained at 41F
or below, or 135F or above. CDI - kitchen manager discarded and stated they will keep it in the cooler moving forward.

44 4-903.11 (A), (B), and (D) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) Plastic bin holding
misc. utensils had buildup/debris in its base. Ice bucket stored adjacent to front hand sink where it was exposed to splash from
hand washing. Several whisk handles hanging over splashguard of back hand sink, where handles could be exposed to splash
from handwashing. Cleaned equipment and utensils shall be stored in a clean dry location where they are not exposed to splash,
dust, or other contamination.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) REPEAT. Repair nonworking equipment such as salamander and
tea machine. Adjust oven door to close tightly. Significant ice buildup in walk-in freezer. Door handle missing for walk-in cooler.
Damaged rubber handle on cook pot. Equipment shall be maintained in good repair. 
4-202.11 Food-Contact Surfaces - Cleanability (Pf) Lemon squeezer cracked, black plastic piece of vegetable dicer damaged.
Multiuse food contact surfaces shall be smooth; free of breaks, open seams, cracks, chips, inclusions, pits, and similar
imperfections. Lemon squeezer discarded; VERIFICATION REQUIRED for veg. dicer by Thursday, April 18. Email or text Aubrie.

48 4-501.14 Warewashing Equipment, Cleaning Frequency (C) Buildup inside dish machine. A warewashing machine shall be
cleaned: before use; throughout the day at a frequency necessary to prevent recontamination of equipment and utensils and to
ensure that the equipment performs its intended function; and if used, at least every 24 hours.

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces (C) Cleaning is needed throughout, including but not limited to: interior tops of microwaves,
bases/sides of fryers (significant grease buildup), filters in hood, diamond plate flooring in walk-in freezer, shelving inside walk-in
cooler and where cleaned dishes are stored (esp. solid metal shelf), underside of shelf above steam unit. Nonfood contact
surfaces of equipment shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil residues.



54 5-501.113 Covering Receptacles (C) Shared trash dumpster on left has a damaged lid. Receptacles and waste handling units for
refuse, recyclables, and returnables shall be kept covered with tight-fitting lids or doors if kept outside the food establishment.
5-501.13 Receptacles (C) Shared trash dumpster on right is rusted out and needs replacement. Waste handling units for refuse
shall be durable, cleanable, insect and rodent resistant, leakproof, and nonabsorbent.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) REPEAT. Re-seat ceiling tile near bag-in-
box rack to eliminate gaps. Replace damaged toilet seat in large stall in women's room. Replace damaged grate for floor drain
under 2 door work top freezer. Physical facilities shall be maintained in good repair.

6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) REPEAT. Floors and walls throughout the facility are in need of additional
routine cleaning. Floors have heavy buildup under all cooking equipment and tables throughout the kitchen. Physical facilities
shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean.

Additional Comments
VERIFICATION REQUIRED for vegetable dicer part by April 18, 2024. Email or text a picture of replacement. 336-830-4460 /
welchal@forsyth.cc 

Education visit due by June 30, 2024.
Next inspection due July 1 - October 31.


